5 G --- the "Stupidest Idea in the History of the World"

By Anna Von Reitz
Agreed. If only because 5 G towers and antennae can be weaponized to kill off most of the
population. Read on.
I have been approached on several occasions by madmen involved in "Career Science" --- a byword
for "Deep State Politically-Motivated Junk Science". These are the same crowd that brought you
Maxwell's (Incomplete) Equations, and Einstein's obviously wrong "Theory of Special Relativity" and
the Double Accrual Accounting System and the completely ludicrous idea that Carbon Dioxide is
causing "Global Warming".
I'd like to plunge them all head first into the twelve foot snow berm at the end of my driveway about
now.
Much of what these professional liars in lab coats do is to cook the books on scientific test results for
Big Business interests --- military contractors, communications industry moguls, transportation
industry interests, and of course, Big Pharma.
Lots and lots for them work for "the government" -- and the commercial corporations that run what
too often poses for "the government".
Because I started my life as a happy and clueless mathematician, I have a lot of Geek friends. We do
stuff like deconstruct torroidal algorithms and work fractal system geometry problems for fun. We
think memorizing the 32 naturally occurring crystal forms is cool. So granted, it's a weird set of
cocktail party jokes....
For some time now, the scuttlebutt in some circles is a plan to use scalar technology called "slice and
dice" staged from naval ships and submarines to send out "kill signals" to radios and other electrical
devices like cell phones.
This is like a biological EMP. It's a electrical resonance frequency that interferes with the electrical
signal that prompts your heart to beat and your nerve synapses to function. So, boom, your heart
stops functioning and you drop down dead. Like all those flocks of birds falling out of the sky for no
reason.
If they issue such a signal to cell phones they can limit the impact to the "local environment" --meaning only you or someone in very close proximity gets zapped.
About two months ago, I was approached by someone claiming to be "the Archangel Michael" ---- but
he didn't pass angelic signals to me --- who suggested that it was time to start killing off billions of
people. It would be accomplished by building up a tremendous charge in the 5 G frequency and then
applying it as a girdle around the most densely populated part of the Earth --- a swath of about 30-35
degrees of latitude on either side of the Equator.

He estimated that it would take out about 4.5 billion people.
There was no mention of screening or any attempt to tell any difference between the good or the
bad, just a mass murder of staggering proportions.
I gave him a stern warning about the interstellar consequences of doing anything like that, but it
doesn't appear that he is listening and neither are certain Parties on the Majestic side of the Galactic
Council. So I will reiterate the facts for everyone again.
There is an in-bound Andromedan-Aquarian Alliance Fleet and if they find that any such thing has
been done here, they have orders to hunt down and destroy not only the pirates responsible, but the
civilizations supporting this genocidal insanity. Meaning all the home worlds, too. Their technology is
far superior and advanced over anything here.
Moon base? Did you hear that clearly?
Houston? You get that signal?
Just stop the idiotic saber rattling and stand down.
The time for the changing of the guards in this insane asylum is here and there is nothing you can do
about it. You either take the High Road, or you go out feet first. Your choice, but if I were you, I'd go
home and sit in front of the fireside with my family.
Thanks for sharing this article, People!
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